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Release Notes 2009-05-05
Config db ntf: 20090505194500

Analyze db ntf: 20090417224500
Windows Version: 1.7.12.499 :: MAC OS X Version: :: Linux Version: 1.7.12.499

Eclipse Plugin:

Major Improvements: New profile management Action, manage Synchronize Addressbook replicator page entry, additional desktop icon Action 
options, new <random:n-m> reference, new config variables

Configuration Database

NEW Added new profile document management action (in config db under "Manage\9.1. Profile Document") - requires DLL update
This action allows for creation/update of text/names/readers/authors fields (date/time & number to be added in one of the next updates) in any 
profile document in any database of choice

NEW Added new "manage Synchronize Adressbook replicator page entry in Notes 8"-action (in config db under "Config\CRPS. Replicator Page 
(System)") - requires DLL update

NEW Added new local replica management options to desktop icon action(s):
+ New Cutoff date handling option (automatically check "Temporarily disable replication"-flag in local replicas that have last been replicated 
beyond the cutoff date as to automatically prevent replicating documents or deletions back into a serverside replica
+ New option to only create a local replica if the serverside database is not larger than "X" MB plus "Y"% for fulltext index
+ New option to only create a local replica if the remaining free diskspace after replication is at least "Z" MB

Analyze Database

- 
No 
cha
nge
s -

- No changes -

.DLL Updates (Windows)

NEW Added support for new profile document management action (in config db under "Manage\9.1. Profile Document")
This action allows for creation/update of text/names/readers/authors fields (date/time & number to be added in one of the next updates) in any 
profile document in any database of choice

NEW Added support for new "manage Synchronize Adressbook replicator page entry in Notes 8"-action (in config db under "Config\CRPS. Replicator 
Page (System)")

NEW Added support for new local replica management options:
+ New Cutoff date handling option (automatically check "Temporarily disable replication"-flag in local replicas that have last been replicated 
beyond the cutoff date as to automatically prevent replicating documents or deletions back into a serverside replica
+ New option to only create a local replica if the serverside database is not larger than "X" MB plus "Y"% for fulltext index
+ New option to only create a local replica if the remaining free diskspace after replication is at least "Z" MB

NEW Added various details to databases.xml allowing for future reporting on e.g. "how many days ago was a replica last replicated?", template 
inheritance, size, encryption, and more

NEW Added new reference <random:m-n>, where n must be > (greater than) m; e.g. <random:1-20> or <random:0-100> allows for respective random 
values that are newly calculated with EVERY respective referencing action.
As one out of many possible examples, this can be used to not create a local replica for ALL respective users targeted by a desktop icon action, 
but spreading local replica creation over time through randomization (by using a numeric condition and e.g. comparing <random:1-10> with <= 
(smaller than or equal) 3 - leading to more or less 30% of all targeted users creating a local replica over time.

NEW Added new reference <random:run>: This is a random number between 1 and 1000 generated at every client startup and remaining unchanged 
until end of client shutdown

NEW Added various new references / additional information to config xml to identify free disk space on the disk drives the data and program directories 
are located on

FIX Fixed a problem with attachment blocking where in previous releases the "list of blocked files"-dialog always showed YES & NO buttons, asking 
the end user whether s/he wanted to continue with attaching the remaining files - even if there were no files remaining; the dialog box no correctly 
displays an OK button only if no files remain for attaching

FIX Fixed a problem where some notes.ini preferences (Preferences=-line) did not roam (e.g. save sent mail)

FIX Fixed a problem where upon initial client setup, and/or first startup of a new client being roamed into, toolbar management did not work (required 
a second client start)

FIX Fixed <os:platform> to also be available on Windows DLL releases
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FIX Fixed a problem, where masschanges did not span the list of last used servernames and replica IDs in current location, leading to "ghost entries" 
in bookmarks pointing to servernames that should have been changed along

FIX Added laptop detection for Linux

CH
AN
GE

Changed the desktop icon action form for better overview of its various settings (tabbed table instead of previous lengthy form)

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

not 
ava
ilab
le

not available

.so Updates (Linux)
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- No changes -
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